


Annexure-1 
 

Guidelines for selection of teachers for Best Teacher Award at UAHS, Shivamogga 
 

 

Ref: 1. Proceedings of the meeting of Deans/Heads of the Departments of different colleges held     
   at UAHS, Shivamogga held on 23.06.2015. 
          2. UAHS(S)/R15th ACM/3543(a)/2017-18, Dt : 19-02-2018 
          3. Proceedings of the Officer meeting dated : 27-09-2019 
          4. UAHS(S)/R/Guidelines/Best Teacher Award/2656/2019-20, Dt : 23-10-2019 
          5. Proceedings of the meeting of Beast Teacher Award: UAHS/DoE/Best Teacher  
   Award/1244(a)/2019-20, Dated : 13-11-2019 
 

 As per the above references, the committee framed guidelines to select teachers for Best Teacher 

Award to be bestowed during the Foundation Day of the University. Both UAS, Bengaluru and 

KSNUAHS old guidelines for the purpose were suitably modified to bring in transparency in selection 

process. It was decided to give away one Best Teacher award at the University level. Accordingly the 

revised guidelines for selection to the award will be done in three stages; 

1. In the First stage, the list of all teachers irrespective of teaching, research or Extension faculties, 

involved in teaching in last five years will be given to the passed out final year students available 

during getting marks cards and provisional degree certificates from the College, and students have 

to evaluate only best five teachers among the list of total teachers using the revised simplified  

proforma (enclosed) provided by the respective Deans and or their nominees other than teachers 

from their Colleges. Dean of respective College has to send the top three teachers among the list 

of five teachers evaluated by the students. 

2. In the second stage, Dean of respective College has to get the Bio data or work done report of 

the short listed teachers (6 copies) in last five years and deposit them along with teachers 

evaluated papers with the Directorate of Education in the sealed cover. Then the University level 

committee will evaluate the Bio data submitted by the teachers for 85 marks as per the revised 

proforma (enclose). 

3. In the third stage, the University level committee involving one External Expert will evaluate 

the teacher through oral presentation (using black board/PPT/Audio visual) on a topic. The 

score for oral presentation is limited to 15 marks (proforma enclosed). 

4. In the final assessment (for 100 marks) to select the Best Teacher will be on consolidation of the 

scores scored by each teacher in the 2nd stage (bio data for 85 marks) and 3rd stage (oral 

presentation for 15 marks) 

5. The teachers who were awarded best teacher once will not be eligible for the same award in future 

in the University. 

6. The teachers who are nominated for the award should not have any pending enquiries or should 

not have been imposed any major or minor punishments. 

7. The teachers who have put in five years of service are eligible to for apply for Best Teacher 

award. 



 

Annexure-2 

1st Stage 
Teacher Evaluation by Students 

 
 
Teacher’s Name : __________________________ 
  
 

 EXPLICIT CURRICULUM : 
How well does the teacher teach the core subject? 

Maximum 
marks 

Marks 
scored 

1. Knowledge and proficiency in the subject 5.00  

2. Punctuality and Preparedness (regularity) 5.00  

3. Whether Teacher encourages the student for queries   5.00  

4. Unbiased evaluation by the Teacher  5.00  

5. Use of teaching aids/skills by the Teacher and style of 
presentation  5.00  

 Total score out of 25  

 
Note : The total score is used only for short listing of 5 teachers 

 

 

            Student Name & Signature :      

                                            

            ID No.: 
 
 Date : 


